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1 

Introduction 

Application Access Controls Governor (AACG) regulates access to duties assigned in 

business-management applications. By default it controls access to Oracle E-Business 

Suite and PeopleSoft Enterprise, and it may be configured to work with other business-

management applications as well. It implements “access policies,” which identify duties 

that are considered to conflict with one another because their assignment to individ-

ual users would breach corporate controls. 

Access Policies 

An access policy defines conflicts among a selection of “access points” to an organi-

zation’s systems. In Oracle EBS, access points include roles, responsibilities, menus, 

and functions; in PeopleSoft, they include roles, permission lists, components, menus, 

and page definitions. Users may gather access points into “entitlements,” and define 

policies that use entitlements in place of, or in addition to, access points. 

An access policy may contain any number of access points, but it also directs the 

AACG “engine” to evaluate them in distinct combinations. (For example, a policy 

may contain four access points, but consider them to be distinct pairs, in each of 

which one access point conflicts with another.) Each distinct combination of con-

flicting access points is considered to be a “subpolicy.”  

Moreover, a user may have any number of paths to one (or another) of the conflict-

ing access points in a subpolicy. Each path consists of a “privilege” (an access point 

actually included in an access policy, such as an Oracle function), a “role” (the level 

of object that’s actually assigned to a user, such as an Oracle responsibility), and 

objects that lead from one to the other (such as the menus and submenus that lead 

from a responsibility to a function).  

Each access policy conforms to one of three “policy types” — Prevent, Monitor, or 

Approval Required. These determine the actions to be taken when a business-

management-application user is assigned duties that a policy defines as conflicting: 

• A Prevent policy denies access to conflicting access points. All paths to such a 

conflict are assigned a Prevent status, and this status cannot be changed.  

• A Monitor policy permits access to conflicting access points. Although automated 

or manual controls may be in place to mitigate conflicts generated by Monitor 
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policies, this is not necessary (and AACG does not associate such controls with 

Monitor policies). Paths to conflicts generated by a Monitor policy are initially 

set to a Monitor status, indicating that Access should be re-examined periodi-

cally. Analysts can update the status to Approved (the user retains access granted 

by that path, and it need not be re-examined) or Rejected (the user must not 

have the access granted by that path). Typically, the intended choice for a policy 

of this type is Monitor. 

• An Approval Required policy allows a user to work at conflicting access points 

only upon approval by a reviewer designated by the policy. Paths to conflicts gen-

erated by an Approval Required policy are initially set to a Pending status, and 

analysts may reset the status to Monitor, Approved, or Rejected. Typically, the 

intended choice for a policy of this type is Approved or Rejected.  

Moreover, one can define “dimensions” (each, in effect, a category of values), then 

define values for them, and then assign dimension values to access policies or to 

entitlements. One can then sort displays of entitlements, policies, and the conflicts 

they generate by dimension value. (For example, one might create a Region dimen-

sion, and then create values for it, such as North, South, East, and West. Individual 

policies or entitlements that apply to a particular region would then be given its 

dimension value.) 

Conflict Analysis 

Once policies are defined, an AACG user runs a Find Conflicts program, which may 

be applied to selected policies or to all policies. It evaluates business-management-

application users, noting those whose work assignments violate policies, and displays 

the results.  

When the assignment of duties to one user violates one access policy, this is consid-

ered to be one conflict, no matter how many subpolicies the assignment may violate, 

nor how many path combinations may be involved. However, AACG reports results 

at the path level, and enables users to assign status to individual paths leading to con-

flicts. Thus, an analyst may be able to resolve a user’s conflict by shutting off access 

to one path, or a few, while permitting access to many others. 

However, AACG identifies conflicts, and enables analysts to assign status to their 

paths, but does not resolve them in the business-management system. Analysts would 

also undertake “cleanup” — implement the statuses assigned in AACG by making 

adjustments in the business-management application. In Oracle, for example, an ad-

ministrator might end-date the assignment of a responsibility to a user, or exclude a 

function from a responsibility in which it conflicts with another function.  

AACG provides several conflict-analysis tools: 

• A Definition panel (in which one creates access policies) can display the con-

flicts generated by individual policies 

• A Conflicts Analysis panel displays conflicts generated by all policies.  

• A Work Queue enables users to assign status to conflicts, although this status 

assignment is purely documentary. Conflicts need to be cleaned up in the 

business-management system.  
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• A Simulation feature enables AACG users to forecast the effects of cleanup in 

the business-management application.  

• A Heat Map enables analysts to select parameters that divide conflicts into 

increasingly narrowly focused sets. Through its use, analysts can evaluate trends 

in the generation of conflicts and prioritize their resolution. 

Administrative Features 

Application Access Controls Governor works with snapshots of data gathered from 

business-management systems. It provides a tool for configuring connectivity to 

Oracle, PeopleSoft, and other business-management-application data sources 

(instances), as well as a “data synchronization” process for updating the data 

shapshots. 

Moreover, AACG provides tools not only for creating users, but also for creating 

roles, each of which grants privileges to use a set of AACG features. These roles 

may be as broadly or narrowly defined as you choose to make them, and each user 

may be assigned any number of roles. 

Typically, completing these administrative tasks is the first order of business follow-

ing installation. Then, as changes are made in business-management systems over 

time, AACG users are expected to refresh the snapshots of system data by synchro-

nizing data periodically. In particular, whenever the Find Conflicts program is to be 

run, users should consider whether to run the synchronization process first so that 

the snapshot of business-management system data is current, and therefore conflict 

generation is as up-to-date as it can be. 

Starting Application Access Controls Governor 

To start Application Access Controls Governor: 

1. Open a web browser. 

2. In the Address field, type the URL for your instance of the AACG, and press 

the Enter key. 

3. A Sign In dialog box appears. Type your user name and password in the 

appropriate fields, and click on the Sign In button. 
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Using the Navigation Panel 

When you log on, AACG opens. Its leftmost quarter is a Navigation Panel. In its 

remaining three-quarters, a frame initially displays a Home panel, and then presents 

the items that are selected in the Navigation Panel. The illustration below shows the 

panel in which users define access policies. 

 

The Navigation Panel presents four links to broad areas of functionality, each dis-

played in a bold font. These include: 

• Access Policies, which  opens panels in which users can define access policies 

and dimensions, gather access points into entitlements, create “global condi-

tions” (items such as users, data groups, or sets of books that are exempt from 

access policies), find and display conflicts, simulate the effects of actions in-

tended to resolve conflicts, assign status in the Work Queue, run the Heat Map, 

and view reports. 

• Report Center, which displays reports about the configuration of access policies 

and global conditions, the generation of conflicts, and the simulation of conflict 

resolutions.  

• Administration, which opens panels in which users can define roles, create users 

and assign roles to them, configure connectivity to business-management instances, 

use data synchronization to transfer data from those instances to AACG, and set 

AACG properties. 

When you click one of these links, it opens a  list of subordinate links. Some entries 

in this list display a box containing a symbol that toggles between a plus sign and a 

minus sign. These entries provide a path to lower-level entries, but do not themselves 

open panels in which you can work. Click on a link with a plus sign (or on the plus 

sign itself) to reveal lower-level entries; click on the link again (or on a minus sign) 

to hide the lower-level entries from view. When you reach an entry with no plus or 

minus sign, click on the entry to open panels in the frame to the right. 
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For example, when one clicks initially on Access Policies, three subordinate entries 

appear — Access Policies and, beneath it, Policy and Remediation. If you were to 

click on Policy or Remediation (or one of their plus signs), nothing would appear in 

the frame to the right. In the Navigation panel, however, further entries would 

appear beneath the one you selected; if you were to click on one of these entries, the 

frame to the right  would display a panel in which you can work. (In the illustration, 

a Definition link, which ranks hierarchically beneath Policy, has been selected. So 

the frame to the right shows a list of existing access policy definitions and, beneath 

it, an area where a selected policy can be defined.) 

Using Views to Filter Data 

In lists — such as the upper grid in each of the panels in which policies and entitle-

ments are defined, or the Conflict Analysis panel — you can define “views,” which 

limit the display of entries to those that satisfy filtering criteria. To define a view: 

1. Determine where to enter filtering criteria. In some lists, you do so in text boxes 

that appear directly below column headings. Some lists omit these text boxes; in 

these, you enter filtering criteria in the first row of the list (as illustrated below). 

2. In any combination of columns in the view row or text boxes, enter (or select) 

values appropriate to the columns. 

3. Click on the View button in the tool bar above the list. The list then contains 

only entries that match the values you’ve entered. 

For columns that accept text values, the percent sign (%) serves as a wild-card 

character. If it is placed after a string of text, the view returns all values that begin 

with the string. If it is placed before a string of text, the view returns all values that 

end with the string. If it is placed both before and after a string of text, the view 

returns all values in which the string appears at any position. If you omit the wild-

card character, the view returns only a value that matches the text string exactly. 

In the following illustration, for example, view criteria in the Policy Name and 

Policy Type columns cause the list to display only those policies whose names begin 

with the word Customer and whose policy type is Approval Required: 

 

In some cases, there is a Manage View button. If so, you can save the view you 

define. To do so: 

1. Define it. 

2. Click on the Manage View button. A Manage View dialog opens:  
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3. Enter values and click on the Save button: 

• Create a new name in the “Type new view name” field. The new view 

criteria are then saved under the new name. 

• Use the “Select view name to override” list box to select an existing view. 

Its name is retained, but the new criteria replace earlier values. If you 

choose a value in the “Select view name to override” list box, the “Type a 

new view name” field becomes inactive, and you cannot enter a value in it. 

• If you want this view to appear each time you open the panel in which you 

are working, select the Set as Default check box. There can be only one de-

fault view, so when you select this check box for a view, it overrides any 

prior selections involving other views. 

You can also delete a saved view. To do so, open the Save View dialog, select the 

view in the “Select view name to override” field, and click on the Delete button. 

To cause a list to display entries selected by a saved view: 

1. Click on the downward-pointing triangle at the right of the View button. 

2. A list of saved views appears. Click on the one you want to use.  

Finally, to discard the criteria of a view (whether saved or defined ad hoc) and so 

cause the list to display all possible entries, click on the Clear View button. 

Sorting Data 
To set a sort order for items in a list, click in the heading for one of its columns. 

Entries in that column are then arranged in alphanumeric order (and entries in other 

columns are, of course, rearranged so that rows remain intact). Click in the column 

heading a second time to arrange entries in reverse alphanumeric order. 

Other Conventions 
Many panels present lists of items, such as access policies, entitlements, or 

conflicts. If a list contains more than twenty items, it is divided into pages of up to 

twenty, and the “footer” row of each page includes a control like the following one: 

 

Click on the left- or right-pointing triangle to move to the page before or after the 

current one. Click on the left- or right-pointing triangle with a vertical bar to move 

to the first or last page. Or type a page number in the Page field, and press the Enter 

key, to move to the page you’ve selected. 

The footer row also displays a count of the items in the total list, as well as the range 

of items displayed on the current page (for example, “21–40 of 55”). 

You can alter the width of columns in such lists: 

1. In the row that displays column titles, position the mouse cursor over the faint 

bar that separates one column from another. 

2. The cursor changes to look like a pair of parallel vertical lines, each with an 

arrow extending horizontally from it. When that happens, hold down the left 

mouse button and drag the column border to the left or right. 
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2 

Creating Access Policies 

An access policy may define conflicts among any number of access points or 

entitlements. A single policy may mix differing access-point types — for example, 

it may include both Oracle functions and responsibilities. It may include access 

points from more than one business-management system, for example defining 

equivalent conflicts in Oracle E-Business Suite and PeopleSoft Enterprise. It may 

include both access points and entitlements. 

It does so by joining access points or entitlements, or groups of them, into AND or 

OR relationships with one another. 

• When items are joined by an AND “operator,” all must be true for a conflict to 

exist. For example, if an access policy joins functions “f1” and “f2” with an 

AND operator, a conflict occurs only if a responsibility assignment grants a user 

access to both f1 and f2. 

• When items are joined by an OR operator, only one need be true for a conflict to 

exist. For example, if an access policy joins f1 and f2 with an OR operator, a 

conflict occurs if a responsibility assignment grants a user access to f1 or f2 or 

both. 

Thus the simplest access policy might select two access points — say, two page 

definitions in PeopleSoft — and join them with an AND operator. Users assigned 

both those definitions would be in conflict. A slightly more complex access policy 

might include a greater number of access points, all joined by the AND operator. A 

conflict would exist if a user were assigned all of those access points. 

However, access policies may be rather more complex. For example, suppose that 

two functions (f1 and f2) represent duties that should not be assigned to an individ-

ual user in the Oracle E-Business Suite, and two page definitions (pd1 and pd2) 

would grant access to similar duties in PeopleSoft. Suppose further that an organi-

zation implements both Oracle EBS and PeopleSoft. An access policy may then say 

that a conflict exists when a user has either pair of access points: (f1 and f2) or (pd1 

and pd2). 

Application Access Controls Governor represents such relationships in a hierarchi-

cal structure: “parent” objects exercise authority over “child” objects. For example, 

the access policy involving the Oracle functions and PeopleSoft page definitions 

would look like the one shown at the top of the next page. 
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OR 

  AND 

    f1 

    f2 

  AND 

    pd1 

    pd2 

An operator applies to its immediate children — objects beneath, and indented one 

level to the right, of it. Moreover an operator may be both a parent of objects below 

it and a child of an operator above it. Thus, in the example above, each AND opera-

tor applies to the access points beneath it — in one case the two functions and in the 

other the two page definitions. The OR operator applies to the two AND relationships. 

So if a user has either both functions or both page definitions, a conflict occurs. How-

ever, if he has one Oracle function but not the other, and one PeopleSoft page defi-

nition but not the other, there is no conflict. 

In AACG, an access point is specific to the instance in which it runs. So when there 

is more than one instance of a business-management system, an access policy may 

repeat a conflict definition for each instance, and the result would look quite like the 

previous example. Suppose, for instance, that functions f1 and f2 are in conflict, but 

an organization has two Oracle instances (“ora1” and “ora2”). The access policy 

defining the conflict in both instances might look like this: 

OR 

  AND 

    f1 on ora1 

    f2 on ora1 

  AND 

    f1 on ora2 

    f2 on ora2 

If a user has both functions in either instance (or both instances), a conflict occurs. 

However, if he has one function but not the other in each instance (say, f1 in ora1 

and f2 in ora2), there is no conflict. 

Some other common constructions follow. First, an access policy might list a 

selection of access points, all of which a user must have for a conflict to occur: 

AND 

  AccPt1 

  AccPt2  

  AccPtx 

If these were entitlements rather than access points, a user would need to have at 

least one access point contained in each entitlement for a conflict to occur. 

Second, an access policy might define a conflict between any point in one set of 

access points, and all points in a second set: (AccPt1 or AccPt2) and (AccPt3 and 

AccPt4).  When configured in AACG, the policy would look like this: 

AND 

  OR 

    AccPt1 

    AccPt2 

  AND 

    AccPt3 

    AccPt4 
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In this case, the purpose of the higher-level AND is to join (AccPt1 OR AccPt2) in an 

AND relationship with (AccPt3 AND AccPt4). This defines three conflicts —  access 

points 1, 3, and 4; access points 2, 3, and 4; and access points 1, 2, 3, and 4.  

Next, an access policy might define a conflict between one access point (or entitle-

ment) and any of two (or more) others: AccPt1 and (AccPt2 or AccPt3 or AccPtx). 

When configured in AACG, the policy would look like this: 

AND 

  AND 

    AccPt1 

  OR 

    AccPt2 

    AccPt3 

    AccPtx 

In this case, the OR operator indicates that the user must have access point 2, 3, or x, 

or any combination of them. The higher-level AND operator indicates that the user 

must also have the item — access point 1 — contained within the lower-level AND 

operator. Thus access points 1 and any combination of the remainder — for exam-

ple 1 and 2, 1 and 3, or 1 and 2 and 3 — would result in a conflict. The lower-level 

AND is something of a special case; it exists only because something must exist at 

the second level of the hierarchical structure to correspond to the OR operator.  

An access policy may define a conflict between two items, either of which is one of 

any number of items: (AccPt1 or AccPt2 or AccPtx) and (AccPt3 or AccPt4 or 

AccPty).When configured in AACG, the policy would look like this: 

AND 

  OR 

    AccPt1 

    AccPt2 

    AccPtx 

  OR 

    AccPt3 

    AccPt4 

    AccPty 

In this case, however, you could create two entitlements, one consisting of AccPt1, 

AccPt2, and AccPtx, and the other of AccPt3, AccPt4, and AccPty. You would then 

create an access policy that joins the two entitlements in an AND relationship. 

You can combine these structures to create ever more complex ones, but it is incum-

bent on you to make sure you are creating access policies that make logical sense. 

For example, the following structure could generate a conflict if a user were assigned 

a single access point — AccPt1 or AccPt2 — and this is presumably undesirable. 

One possible correction would be to replace the higher-level OR with AND.  

OR 

  OR 

    AccPt1 

    AccPt2 

  AND 

    AccPt3 

    AccPt4 

Or, you could create an access policy to define the relationship (AccPt1 and 

AccPt2) and (AccPt3 and AccPt4), which, in AACG, would look like the structure 
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on the left, below. But this is needlessly complex, because this relationship is no 

different from AccPt1 and AccPt2 and AccPt3 and AccPt4, which looks like the 

structure on the right, below. AACG would evaluate both in the same way. 

AND 

  AND 

    AccPt1 

    AccPt2 

  AND 

    AccPt3 

    AccPt4 

AND 

  AccPt1 

  AccPt2 

  AccPt3 

  AccPt4 

For one additional example, see page 2-22. 

Opening the Definition Panel 

To create or edit access policies, select Access Policies in the Navigation Panel. Click 

on the plus sign next to the Policy node, which reveals three lower-level nodes. Of 

those three, click on Definition. This opens a Definition panel, which is in two parts: 

A grid occupies the upper half of the panel and lists existing policies. A “Policy Details” 

area occupies the lower half; it provides tools for adding access points or entitlements 

to a policy selected in the upper grid, and for defining the relationships among them. 

 

Adding an Access Policy 

To create a new access policy, begin by naming it, selecting its policy type, and set-

ting a few other values: 

1. Click on the Actions button in the tool bar near the top of the Definition panel. 

This activates an Actions menu; in it select Add. A new row appears in the grid, 

second from the top (immediately beneath the view row).  
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2. In the new row, double-click on the Policy Name column, and type a name for 

the new policy. 

3. Double-click in the Description column, and type a brief explanation of the 

business risk addressed by this policy. 

4. Double-click in the Policy Type column. This activates a list box; use it to select 

the type you want to assign to the policy. (For type definitions, see page 1-1.) 

5. Double-click in the Priority column, and enter a value that expresses the 

importance of this policy in relation to others. (Your company should establish 

a set of priority values and enforce consistent usage.) 

6. Double-click in the Status column. This activates a list box; in it, select a status. 

“Active” permits the policy to be enforced (providing that its effective date, set 

in the next field, has arrived), and “Inactive” prevents the policy from being en-

forced (regardless of its effective date).  

7. In the Effective Date column, select a date on which policy enforcement can begin. 

(Enforcement also requires that the status be set to Active.) Accept the default 

value (the current date) or double-click in the Effective Date column, and click 

on the grid-like icon it presents. A pop-up calendar appears. Click on the left- or 

right-pointing symbol surrounding the month and year to display an earlier or later 

month. Or, click on the downward-pointing symbol to produce a list of months 

in the current year, and click on one. Then, in the calendar, click on the date you 

want. Alternatively, click on the Today button to select the current date. 

8. If you have configured dimensions, additional columns appear in the Definition-

panel grid, one for each dimension. To assign dimension values to the policy 

you are creating, double-click in the cell for a given dimension. The cell 

becomes a list box; in it, select one or more values. (To create dimensions or 

use an alternative method of assigning their values to policies, see page 2-17.) 

An Analysis Run column displays the date on which the Find Conflicts program 

was run most recently against each policy, and a Results column displays the num-

ber of conflicts found in that run. The values are set automatically by AACG. 

Adding Access Points or Entitlements to a New Policy 
Once you have created a policy by completing a row in the upper grid, you are 

ready to add access points or entitlements to it in the lower portion of the Definition 

panel. Typically, as you do so, you work from low level to high — first selecting all 

the access points you intend to use, then defining the first level of relationships 

among them, then setting the next-higher level of relationships, and so on until you 

have reached the highest level.  

For example, suppose you want to create a policy in which two Oracle functions con-

flict, two equivalent PeopleSoft page definitions conflict, and a user’s duties violate 

the policy if she has either both functions or both page definitions. You would first 

select all four access points and insert them in the lower portion of Definition panel. 

Next you would select the two functions and join them in an AND relationship, and 

then do the same for the two page definitions. You would complete the policy by 

selecting the two AND operators and joining them in an OR relationship. The result 

would be a policy that looks like the example at the top of page 2-2.  
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To add access points or entitlements to a policy:  

1. Ensure that the Policy Details option is selected in the Display list box (located 

in the tool bar near the top of the Definition panel). This is the default. (The row 

for the policy must also be selected in the upper grid, but if you are in the 

process of creating a new policy, this is necessarily the case.) 

2. Click on the Access Points button in the bottom portion of the Definition panel. 

A pop-up window, titled Access Point List, appears: 

 

3. Generate a list of objects from which you can select as you build your policy. 

By default, the window displays access points. Click on the Entitlement List 

button to enable it to display entitlements instead (if some have been configured; 

see page 2-13). Click on the Access Point List button to reset the window to 

display access points. 

Use filtering tools to search for the items you want to select. Enter complemen-

tary values in any combination of the following five fields. In each, you can use 

the percent sign (%) as a wild-card character (as described in “Filtering Data” on 

page 1-5) to search for a selection of values that contain a text string. 

• Operand Name: Type a text string to search for matching display names of 

access points or entitlements. 

• Description: Type a text string to search for matching internal names of ac-

cess points, or descriptions configured for entitlements. 

• Datasource: If you are searching for access points, enter a data source name 

for a business-management-application instance whose access points you 

want to use. An access point is specific to the instance in which it runs. If, 

for example, an organization runs two Oracle EBS instances, each function, 

responsibility, or other access point would be available for selection twice, 

once for each instance. Use this filter to select access points from the instance 

you want. If you are searching for entitlements, this field does not apply. 

• Platform: If you are searching for access points, enter a business-management-

application type — such as Oracle or PeopleSoft — whose access points 

you want to use. (These values are set during data-source configuration; see 

page 6-1.) If you are searching for entitlements, this field does not apply. 

• Operand Type: Select a type of operand for which you wish to search. If 

you have set the window to display entitlements, then the only valid value is 

Entitlement. If you have set the window to display access points, valid 

values include Function, Responsibility, and Menus (in an Oracle context); 
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Permission List, Panel Group Component, and Page Definition (in a 

PeopleSoft context); and Role (in either context).  

4. Once you have entered filtering values, click on the View button. The Access 

Point List window then displays access points or entitlements that match your 

filtering criteria.  

5. Select those you want to use in an access policy, and drag them into the Policy 

Details area of the Definition panel.  

• To select a single item, click on it. 

• To select a continuous set of items, click on the first one, hold down the 

Shift key, and click on the last one. 

• To select a discontinuous set of items, hold down the Ctrl key as you click 

on the items. 

6. If you need to select additional access points that were excluded by your 

original filtering criteria, click on the Clear View button in the Access Point List 

window, enter new filtering criteria, and drag additional items into the Policy 

Details area of the Definition panel. When you finish selecting items, close the 

Access Point List window by clicking on the × symbol in its upper right corner. 

7. The Policy Details area now lists the access points or entitlements you selected, 

as in the following illustration. (Notice that the Control column is not used. The 

Operator column displays results only after you have selected operators that apply 

to the access points or entitlements, and have closed and reopened the access 

policy. Other columns display values as described in step 3, with “Element 

Name” corresponding to “Operand Name.”) 

 

8. Select objects you want to join in an AND or OR relationship. (As described in 

step 5, use the Ctrl or Shift key to select multiple objects.) Then click on the 

AND or OR button to create the relationship. Continue doing so until you have 

created all the relationships, at all levels, that you want.  

Each operator you add has a ± toggle icon. Click on the minus sign to hide ob-

jects that descend from the operator, or on the plus sign to expose them to view.  

For example, three actions modified the screen shown in step 7 to the one be-

low: The two functions were selected and the AND button was clicked. Then the 

two page definitions were selected and the AND button was clicked again. This 

added two AND operators; they too were selected and the OR button was clicked. 
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9. When you are done configuring the access policy, click on the Save button (in 

the tool bar near the top of the Definition panel). A message indicates that the 

policy has been saved; click on its OK button to clear it. 

Editing an Access Policy 

You can edit an existing access policy, essentially by selecting (double-clicking) its 

row in the upper grid and then following the processes described in “Adding an 

Access Policy” and “Adding Access Points or Entitlements to a New Policy.” You 

can alter any aspect of the policy — not only the values set in the fields of the upper 

grid, but also the selection of access points or entitlements. Here are some concepts 

to keep in mind as you work with access points or entitlements: 

• When you drag access points (or entitlements) from the Access Point List 

window into the Policy Details area of the Definition panel, you can insert them 

beneath an existing operator. To do so, position the mouse cursor (as you drag 

the access points) over the operator; when it turns pink, release the mouse 

button.  

If you drag an access point to the space outside the rows that define the relation-

ships among existing operators and access points (or entitlements), they are in-

serted at the highest point in the hierarchy of your access policy (not yet subject 

to any operator). 

• Once an access point exists in the Policy Details area, you can drag it to another 

position within the hierarchy of your access policy — for example, beneath an 

existing operator or to the highest point in the hierarchy (not yet subject to any 

operator). However, when you do so, you actually drag a copy of the access 

point; the original access point continues to exist as well, at its original position 

in the hierarchy of your access policy.  

• You can also drag an operator to another position within the hierarchy of your 

access policy. When you do so, you also drag everything that descends from the 

operator. (As you do so, make sure to position the mouse cursor over the word 

AND or OR, and not over the icon to its left.) Once again, you actually drag a 

copy of the operator (and its descendents); the original continues to exist as 

well. 

• You can delete unwanted access points and operators. To do so, click on the ob-

ject you no longer want, and then click on the Delete button located at the upper 

right of the Policy Details area. Be aware, however, that if you delete an object, 

you also delete everything that descends from it.  

• You cannot drag a copy of an access point to a position that is subservient to an-

other access point (because you would then not be able to do anything with it).  

Moreover, after you drag copies of access points to the top of the hierarchy, you 

must then place them beneath an operator (which must have proper logical 

relationships to other operators). Otherwise, you cannot save the policy; when 

you attempt to do so, Application Access Controls Governor displays a message 

stating that you have created an invalid rule expression.  

When you finish making changes to the access policy, click on the Save button to 

save your changes.  
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Copying an Access Policy 
You can copy an access policy as a template for the creation of a new policy. In the 

upper grid of the Definition panel, click on the row for the policy you want to copy. 

Then click on the Actions button in the tool bar near the top of the Definition panel. 

This activates an Actions menu; in it select Copy.  

The new policy is named “Copy(n) of Name,” in which n is a number (1 for the first 

copy, 2 for the second, and so on) and Name is the name of the original policy. The 

copy is Inactive, but is otherwise identical to the original. After you make the copy: 

• Use the procedures described in “Editing an Access Policy” to modify its selec-

tion of access points or entitlements as desired. 

• Give the copy a new name that reflects the alterations you’ve made to its access 

points or entitlements. 

• When you are ready to use the policy, change its status to Active. 

• When you finish making changes to the copied access policy, click on the Save 

button to save your changes. 

Defining Conditions 
You can create three types of condition that affect the generation of conflicts: 

• As you create or edit an access policy, you can create conditions for it. These 

can specify users or other objects, such as companies in PeopleSoft or operating 

units in Oracle EBS, that are exempt from the policy. Or they can specify circum-

stances under which the policy is enforced — for example, only when a user’s 

access to conflicting access points would be granted within a single set of books. 

• You can create global conditions. These are essentially the same as the condi-

tions that are configured to apply to an individual policy, except that a global 

condition applies to all policies as they are enforced on a given instance of a 

business-management application. 

• You can create global path conditions. Each excludes one access point from 

another, such as an Oracle function from a menu or a responsibility. A path includ-

ing those points would be excluded from conflict generation. If, for example, a 

global path condition excluded function1 from responsibility1, an access policy 

set function1 in conflict with function2, and a user had access to both functions, no 

conflict would occur if the user’s access to function1 came from responsibility1. 

Setting Conditions and Global Conditions 

To create conditions for a policy: 

1. With the Definition panel open (see page 2- 4), select (double-click on) the row 

for a policy in the upper grid of the panel. 

2. Click on the Display list box in the tool bar and, in its list, select Condition. The 

lower area of the Definition panel then displays one row for each instance of a 

business-management application the policy will affect. A Registered Instances 

column displays the name of each instance, together with a plus sign. 

3. Click on a plus sign to reveal rows in which you can enter condition values.  
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To set global conditions: 

1. Locate the Global Conditions entry in the Navigation Panel — the third entry 

under Policy in the Access Policies section. 

2. Click on its plus sign to reveal a list of data sources, each of which corresponds 

to one of the instances for which you’ve run the data-synchronization process. 

3. Click on one of those data sources. A Global Conditions panel opens, displaying 

a row for the data source you’ve selected. 

4. Click on the plus sign in its Registered Instances column to reveal rows in 

which you can enter condition values.  

In either case, you have opened a conditions grid, which looks like this: 

 

A Conditions Exist column, which is updated by AACG, indicates whether any con-

ditions have already been set. (Its valid values are Yes and No.) Each of the entries 

in the Types column is a condition you can set; to set one, you click on the corre-

sponding cell in the Value column. This opens a pop-up window: 
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Typically, you click on check boxes that correspond to entities you want to exempt 

from evaluation by an access policy.  

You can search for items to select: enter text strings in the Name or (if available) 

Display Name fields to search for matching entries, and click on the View button. 

As usual, you can use the percent sign (%) as a wild-card character. Click on the 

Clear View button to discard search criteria and display all possible entries.  

For some conditions in an Oracle instance, you can select a Same check box. If you 

do, the word Yes will appear in the Same column of the conditions grid; if not, the 

word No will appear. When the check box is not offered for a condition, its cell in 

the Same column remains blank. 

• If you select the Same check box, a policy generates conflicts when a user is 

given rights to conflicting access points only within individual instances of the 

items for which you are configuring a condition. For example, if you select Same 

as you create a condition for operating units, a conflict would occur if a user is 

assigned conflicting access points within an operating unit, but not if he is granted 

one of those access points in one operating unit, and another access point in a 

second operating unit. 

• If you clear the Same check box, the policy generates conflicts within or across 

such items. For example, a conflict occurs if a user is assigned one of two conflict-

ing access points in one operating unit, and the second in another operating unit. 

When you finish selecting values for a condition, click on the OK button in the pop-

up window. 

You can set the following conditions for an Oracle instance: 

• Users. Select Oracle users who are exempt from the access policy. 

• Data Group. Select data groups that are exempt from the access policy. Or, 

select the Same check box if conflicts can be generated only within individual 

data groups; clear the check box to permit conflicts across data groups.  

• MO: Operating Unit. Select operating units that are exempt from the access pol-

icy. Or, select the Same check box if conflicts can be generated only within indi-

vidual operating units; clear the check box to permit conflicts across operating 

units. 

• Set of Books. Select sets of books that are exempt from the access policy. Or, 

select the Same check box if conflicts can be generated only within individual 

sets of books; clear the check box to permit conflicts across sets of books. 

• Prompt. A prompt, in Oracle, is a label for a menu that identifies it for selection 

on other menus. So, for this condition, select prompts for a menu that are exempt 

from a policy when that menu is an access point in the policy.  

• Submenu Grant Flag. Select Y or N to apply policies to menus (and functions 

available from them) for which the grant flag is or is not selected on parent 

menus. (If the grant flag is selected, the submenu appears on the parent menu; if 

not, the submenu “belongs” to the parent menu but does not appear on it and 

cannot be selected.) 

• Query Only. Select the QUERY_ONLY check box to exempt functions available 

from menus that provide query-only access, while enforcing the access policy 
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for other menus that provide write access to the same functions. Clear the check 

box to enable enforcement for query-only functions as well.  

• Function Grant Flag. Select Y or N to apply policies to functions for which the 

grant flag is or is not selected on menus. (If the grant flag for a function is 

selected on a menu, the function appears on that menu; if not, the function 

“belongs” to the menu but does not appear on it and cannot be selected.) 

• Responsibility. Select responsibilities that are exempt from the access policy. 

• Menus. Select menus that are exempt from the access policy. 

• Function. Select functions that are exempt from the access policy.  

• Responsibility End Date. Select a date and an operator (equal, less than, greater 

than, less than or equal to, greater than or equal to). Responsibilities with end 

dates on, earlier than, or later than that date are exempt from the access policy. 

• User End Date. Select a date and an operator. Users with end dates on, earlier 

than, or later than that date are exempt from the access policy 

• User Responsibility End Date. Select a date and an operator. Conflicts that 

would otherwise involve a responsibility are not generated for a user whose end 

date for access to the responsibility is on, earlier than, or later than the selected 

date. 

Some of the conditions for a PeopleSoft instance include: 

• Users. Select PeopleSoft users who are exempt from the access policy. 

• Department ID. Select departments that are exempt from the access policy. 

• Hidden. Select 1 to exclude hidden items from access-policy evaluation. Select 

0 (or make no selection) to include hidden items in evaluation. 

• Role. Select roles that are exempt from the access policy. 

• Permission List. Select permission lists that are exempt from the access policy. 

• Menus. Select menus that are exempt from the access policy. 

• Panel Group Component. Select components that are exempt from the access 

policy. 

• Page Definition. Select page definitions that are exempt from the access policy. 

Setting Global Path Conditions 

To create a global path condition: 

1. Locate the Global Path Conditions entry in the Navigation Panel — the fourth 

entry under Policy in the Access Policies section. 

2. Click on its plus sign to reveal a list of data sources, each of which corresponds 

to one of the instances for which you’ve run the data synchronization process. 

3. Click on one of those data sources. A Global Path Conditions panel opens (as 

shown at the top of the next page). 
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4. Click on Action in the tool bar and then Add in the Action list. A new row 

appears in the top section of the panel. Its Instance field is set automatically to 

the data source you selected in step 2, and the Action field to Exclude. These 

cannot be changed. 

5. Double-click on each of the remaining fields. In each, a pop-up window pre-

sents a list; in it, select an appropriate value: 

• In the Access Point Type field, choose the type of access point you want to 

exclude from another. 

• In the Access Point field, select the specific access point to be excluded. 

• In the From Access Point Type field, select the type of access point from 

which you want to exclude the one you’ve already selected. 

• In the From Access Point field, select the specific access point from which 

the first is to be excluded. 

• In the Status field, accept the default value, Active, to use the condition or 

select Inactive to hold in reserve. 

6. Click on Action in the tool bar and then Save in the Action list.  

To edit a global path condition, select its row in the upper portion of the panel, 

select Edit from the Action list, select new values as described in step 5, and save 

the condition. Subsequently, when you select the condition in the upper portion of 

the panel, change history appears in the lower portion — one row displaying the 

settings for each version up to, but not including, the current version. 

Creating an Entitlement 

You can, as noted earlier, collect access points into “entitlements.” You can then 

create access policies that define conflicts by using entitlements in place of, or in 

addition to, access points. In such a policy, each access point in an entitlement is 

considered to conflict with every access point in other entitlements named in the 

policy, as well as with access points included independently of entitlements.  
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The process of creating an entitlement is similar to that of creating an access policy, 

except that it can contain only access points, and it simply lists them. Members of 

an entitlement necessarily have OR relationships with one another, so there is no 

need to define relationships among them. 

1. Locate and click on the Entitlements entry in the Navigation Panel. It’s the 

second entry under Policy in the Access Policies section. This opens an Entitle-

ments panel (as shown at the top of the next page). A grid occupies the upper 

half of the panel and lists existing entitlements. An “Entitlement Details” view 

occupies the lower half; it provides tools for adding access points to an entitlement. 

2. Click on the Actions button in the tool bar near the top of the Entitlements 

panel. This activates an Actions menu; in it select Add. A new row appears in 

the grid, second from the top (immediately beneath the view row). 

 

3. In the new row, double-click on the Entitlement Name column, and type a name 

for the new entitlement. 

4. Double-click in the Description column, and type a brief explanation of the 

business purpose addressed by this entitlement. 

5. Double-click in the Status column. This activates a list box; in it, select a status. 

An “Inactive” entitlement cannot be selected for use in an access policy. An 

“Active” entitlement can (even if its effective date, set in the next field, is in the 

future, in which case the policy will use the entitlement beginning on that date). 

6. In the Effective Date column, select a date on which AACG can begin to use the 

entitlement. (Its status must also be set to Active.) Accept the default value — 

the current date. Or double-click in the Effective Date column, and then click on 

the icon it presents. A pop-up calendar appears. Click on the left- or right-pointing 

symbol surrounding the month and year to display an earlier or later month. Or, 

click on the downward-pointing symbol to produce a list of months in the cur-

rent year, and click on the one you want. Then, in the calendar, click on the date 

you want. Alternatively, click on the Today button to select the current date. 
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7. If you have configured dimensions, additional columns appear in the Entitlements-

panel grid, one for each dimension. To assign dimension values to the entitle-

ment you are creating, double-click in the cell for a given dimension. The cell 

becomes a list box; in it, select one or more values. (To create dimensions or 

use an alternative method of assigning their values to policies, see page 2-17.) 

Once you have created an entitlement by completing a row in the upper grid, you 

are ready to add access points to it.  

1. Ensure that the Entitlement Details option is selected in the Display list box 

(located in the tool bar near the top of the Entitlements panel). This is the default. 

(The row for the entitlement must also be selected in the upper grid, but if you 

are in the process of creating a new entitlement , this is necessarily the case.) 

2. Click on the Access Points button in the bottom portion of the Entitlements 

panel. This opens a search window like the one used for access policies (see 

step 2 on page 2-6), except that because you can add only access points to an 

entitlement, it has no Entitlement List or Access Point List button. 

3. Generate a list of access points from which you can select as you build your 

entitlement. Use filtering tools to search for the access points you want to select. 

You can use the percent sign as a wild-card character, and you can enter comple-

mentary filtering values in any combination of the following fields: 

• Operand Name: Type a text string to search for matching display names of 

access points 

• Description: Type a text string to search for matching internal names of ac-

cess points 

• Datasource: Enter a data source name for a business-management-application 

instance whose access points you want to use. An access point is specific to 

the instance in which it runs. If, for example, an organization runs two Oracle 

EBS instances, each function, responsibility, or other access point would be 

available for selection twice, once for each instance. Use this filter to ensure 

your entitlement contains access points selected from the instance you want. 

• Platform: Enter a business-management-application type — such as Oracle 

or PeopleSoft — whose access points you want to use. (These values are set 

during data-source configuration; see page 6-1.) 

• Operand Type: Select a type of operand for which you wish to search. Valid 

values include Function, Responsibility, and Menus (in an Oracle context); 

Permission List, Panel Group Component, and Page Definition (in a PeopleSoft 

context); and Role (in either context).  

4. Once you have entered filtering values, click on the View button. The search 

window then displays access points that match your filtering criteria. 

5. Select access points you want to add to the entitlement, and drag them into the 

Entitlement Details area of the Entitlement panel. 

• To select a single access point, click on it. 

• To select a continuous set of access points, click on the first one, hold down 

the Shift key, and click on the last one. 

• To select a discontinuous set of access points, hold down the Ctrl key as 

you click on the access points. 
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6. If you need to select additional access points that were excluded by your origi-

nal filtering criteria, click on the Clear View button in the search window, enter 

new filtering criteria, and drag additional items into the Entitlement Details area 

of the Entitlement panel. When you have finished selecting access points, close 

the search window by clicking on the × symbol in its upper right corner. The 

Entitlement Details area now lists the access points you selected: 

 

7. For each access point, confirm that the status column reads “Active.” (This 

should be the default.) If you wish to inactivate any access point, double-click 

in its cell in the Status column; this activates a list box, in it, select Inactive. 

Typically, however, you want the access points you’ve selected to be active, 

and so would leave the Status settings as they are.  

The Access Control, Change Control, and Audit check boxes are reserved for 

future development, and have no meaning. Other columns display values as 

described in step 3, with “Element Name” corresponding to “Operand Name.”) 

8. When you are done configuring the entitlement, click on the Save button (in the 

tool bar near the top of the Entitlements panel). A message indicates that the 

entitlement has been saved; click on its OK button to clear it. 

Editing an Entitlement 

You can edit an existing entitlement, essentially by selecting its row in the upper 

grid and following the processes described in “Creating an Entitlement.” You can 

alter any aspect of the entitlement — not only the values set in the fields of the 

upper grid, but also the selection of access points. Add access points as you would 

to a new entitlement. To remove an access point, you have two options:  

• Inactivate it: Click on its cell in the Status column in the bottom portion of the 

Entitlements panel. In the list, select the Inactive value. 

• Delete it: In the bottom portion of the Entitlements panel, click on the row for 

the access point, and then click on the Delete button.   

Use caution. If you edit an entitlement after it has been selected for use in an access 

policy, you necessarily alter the meaning of that policy, potentially to the point at 

which it no longer defines meaningful conflicts.  

When you finish making changes to the entitlement, click on the Save button to save 

your changes. 

Copying an Entitlement 

You can copy an entitlement as a template for the creation of a new entitlement. In 

the upper grid of the Entitlements panel, click on the row for the entitlement you 

want to copy. Then click on the Actions button in the tool bar near the top of the 

Entitlements panel. This activates an Actions menu; in it select Copy.  
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The new entitlement is named “Copy(n) of Name,” in which n is a number (1 for the 

first copy, 2 for the second, and so on) and Name is the name of the original entitle-

ment. The copy is identical to the original, except that it is Inactive. (That is, the status 

field for the entitlement as a whole, located in the upper grid, is set to Inactive. The 

status for each member of the copied entitlement is set As it was in the original.)  

After you make the copy: 

• Use the procedures described in “Editing an Entitlement” to modify its selection 

of access points as desired. 

• Give the copy a new name that reflects the alterations you’ve made to it. 

• When you are ready to use the entitlement, change its status to Active. 

• Click the Save button to save your changes.  

Creating Dimensions and Assigning Dimension Values 
A dimension is a category of values; its values may be assigned to access policies 

(and so to conflicts generated by those policies) or entitlements (and so to conflicts 

generated by policies that include those entitlements). They serve to flag related 

items, and to distinguish them from unrelated items. They may therefore be used as 

sort criteria in AACG panels that display policies, entitlements, or conflicts. 

To create dimensions and their values.  

1. Open either the Definition panel or the Entitlements panel. 

2. Click on the Action button in the tool bar and, in its menu select Manage 

Dimensions. The following pop-up window opens: 

 

3. Click on the Action button in the tool bar, and, in its menu, Add Dimension. A 

blank row appears in the upper grid of the Manage Dimensions window. 

4. Double-click in the Status field. This activates a list box; in it, select a status. 

“Active” causes a column to be added for the dimension to each of the Defini-

tion, Entitlements, and Conflict Analysis panels, (and so permits values to be 

assigned to policies or entitlements). “Inactive” removes the dimension’s col-

umn from these panels. 
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5. Double click in each of the Dimension Name and Dimension Description col-

umns, and enter a name and description for the dimension. 

6. In the Actions list box, select Add Dimension Value. A blank cell appears in the 

Dimension Value Set column in the lower area of the Manage Dimensions window. 

7. Click in the blank cell and enter a value for the dimension.  

8. Repeat steps 6 and 7 any number of times to create as many values as you wish 

for the dimension.  

9. When you finish creating values, select Save in the Action list box.  

10. Close the Manage Dimensions window (click on the Close button), and navigate 

away from, and back to, the panel in which you have been working. The new col-

umn for the dimension then appears.  

You can edit its status, name, description, or values of a dimension. Open the Manage 

Dimensions window and select a dimension. (To search for it’, enter values in any 

combination of the Status, Dimension Name, and Dimension Descriptions fields; 

you can use the percent sign as a wild-card character. Then click on the View button; 

click the Clear View button to restore the full list of dimensions.) Set status or add 

values as you would for a new dimension; click on name or description fields and 

alter their contents as you wish. When you are done, select Save in the Action list 

box. Inactivating and then reactivating a dimension, or changing its name, does not 

alter any prior assignments of dimension values to policies or entitlements. 

As you create policies (page 2-4) or entitlements (page 2-13), you can assign 

dimension values to them. As an alternative, you can complete the following steps: 

1. Open the Definition panel to assign values to policies, or the Entitlement panel 

to assign values to entitlements. 

2. In the upper grid of the panel, click on the row for the policy or entitlement to 

which you want to assign dimension values.  

3. Click on the Actions button in the tool bar near the top of the panel. This acti-

vates an Actions menu; in it select Assign Dimensions. The Dimensions pop-up 

window opens. 

4. Locate the row for the dimension whose values you want to assign. Double-

click in its LOV column. A set of check boxes, one for each value configured 

for the dimension, appears: 
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5. Click in the check boxes for the values you want to assign (you can select more 

than one), and then on the Apply button. The list of check boxes disappears, and 

your selections appear in the LOV column. 

6. Click on the OK button; the Dimensions window closes. The Definition or 

Entitlement panel refreshes, and the values you selected appear in the column 

for the dimension, in the row for the policy or entitlement you selected in step 2. 

Viewing Change History 

As you make changes to access policies or entitlements, you can view records of 

their earlier versions, and so track their change history. To do so: 

1. Open the Definition panel and, in its upper grid, select an access policy whose 

change history you want to view. Or, open the Entitlements panel and, in its 

upper grid, select an entitlement whose change history you want to view. 

2. Click on Display in the tool bar, and then on Change History in the Display list 

box.  

The lower area of the Definition or Entitlements panel displays change-history 

data: one row for each version of the item up to (but not including) the current 

version. Each row contains the values set in the upper grid for its version of the 

item. In addition, it shows a policy ID or entitlement ID (an internal number 

generated by AACG), a version ID (one in a sequence of numbers, the value 1 

being the earliest version, and so on working forward), the date on which changes 

were saved and so this version was created, and the ID of the person who made 

the changes. 

For example, the figure below shows an access policy that is currently in its 

third version, with its history grid displaying rows for the two earlier versions. 
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3. Double-click on a row for any version to open a pop-up window that displays its 

members and, in the case of an access policy, the relationships among them. For 

example, the illustration above shows the access points selected for version 2 of 

an access policy. You can simultaneously open these windows for any number 

of versions. To close them, click on the × symbol in the upper right corner of 

each.   

Exporting, Importing, and Migrating Policies 

Although you can create access policies from scratch, you can instead import them 

from another version-8.0 instance of AACG. To import a set of policies to a destina-

tion instance, you must first export them from a source instance to a file.  

An alternative is to use a migration utility to transform version-7.x “SOD rules” into 

version-8.0 access policies.  

The export, import, and migration utilities capture not only  access policies (or SOD 

rules), but also entitlements (or “entity groups,” their version-7.x equivalent) used by 

those policies or rules.  

To export access policies from a source instance to a file: 

1. Open the Definition panel (see page 2-4).  

2. Optionally, in the upper grid of the Definition panel, select one or more policies 

you want to export.  

• To select one policy, click on it.  

• To select a continuous set of policies, click on the first, hold down the Shift 

key, and click on the last.  

• To select a discontinuous set, hold down the Ctrl key as you click on 

policies.  

• If you make no selection, all policies will be exported. 

3. Click on the Transfer button in the tool bar near the top of the Definition panel. 

This produces a list of options; in it, click on Export. 

4. An Export pop-up window reports the number of policies to be exported. Click 

on its Download button: 

 

5. A File Download pop-up window offers you options to open or save the export 

file. Typically, click on its Save button and, in a Save As dialog, use standard 

Windows techniques to navigate to a folder in which you want to save the file.  

Note that the default name for the file has the .agx extension. You may change 

the default name if you choose, but if so, be sure to retain the .agx extension, as 

it is required by the import utility. 
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To import access policies from a file to a destination instance: 

1. Open the Definition panel.  

2. Click on the Transfer button in the tool bar near the top of the Definition panel, 

and then click on the Import option in the list that it produces. An Import Xml 

pop-up window opens: 

 

3. Click on its Browse button, and a Choose File dialog opens. In it, use standard 

Windows techniques to navigate to, and select, the file you want to import. The 

path and name of the file then populate the field next to the Browse button in 

the Import Xml window.  

4. With the file selected, click on the Import button. A pop-up message reports the 

number of policies imported and the status of the import operation. Click on its 

OK button to clear it, and then click on the Close button in the Import Xml 

window.  

Before migrating policies, you must configure both the source and destination 

instances as data sources. See “Configuring a Data Source Connection” on page 6-1. 

Then, to migrate policies: 

1. Open the Definition panel. 

2. Click on the Transfer button in the tool bar near the top of the Definition panel, 

and then click on the Migrate option in the list that it produces. A Migrate Poli-

cies pop-up window opens: 

 

3. In the field on the left, click on the version of AACG from which you want 

migrate policies. This populates the field on the right with instances of that 

version that you have configured as data sources. Click on the instance whose 

policies you want to migrate. Then click on the Migrate button. 

4. A pop-up message reports the number of policies migrated and the status of the 

migration operation. Click on its OK button to clear it. 

5. Navigate away from, and then back to, the Definition panel to refresh it.  

As you review the policies you’ve migrated, bear these concepts in mind: 

• Version 7.x of AACG offers four “control types” — Prevent, Allow with Rules, 

Approve with Rules, and Approval Required. In version 8.0 there are only three 

equivalent policy types (as described on page 1-1). As it converts SOD rules 
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into access policies, the migration utility maps control types to version-8.0 types 

as follows: 

7.x Control Types 8.0 Policy Types 

Prevent Prevent 

Allow with Rules Monitor 

Approve with Rules Approval Required 

Approval Required Approval Required 

• A version-7.x SOD rule with the Allow with Rules or Approve with Rules con-

trol type is associated with a “form rule,” created in an “embedded agent,” that 

alters the properties of an Oracle form in a way that mitigates the conflict. Al-

though the form rule would continue to exist, the migration utility does not 

associate it with the version-8.0 access policy that it creates from the SOD rule. 

• A version-7.x SOD rule could hold any number of entities — either functions, 

responsibilities, or groups of either — and a conflict would be generated if a 

user were granted any two of these entities. It was not necessary for a user to 

have all of the entities named in an SOD rule for a conflict to be generated. 

Thus the equivalent 8.0 access policy should employ an OR operator that is a 

parent to pairs of entities, each joined by an AND operator. Suppose, for 

example, that a version-7.x SOD rule contained three functions: 

f1, f2, f3 

The equivalent version-8.0 access policy would not be the following, which 

would require a user to be assigned all three functions before it would generate 

a conflict: 

AND 

  f1 

  f2 

  f3 

Rather, the equivalent access policy should look like the following, which 

generates a conflict when a user has any two of the functions: 

OR 

  AND 

    f1 

    f2 

  AND 

    f1 

    f3 

  AND 

    f2 

    f3 
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3 

Finding and Resolving Conflicts 

Once access policies are defined, the next step is to find conflicts — to search users’ 

work assignments for policy violations. You can then use any of several tools to exam-

ine the conflicts you’ve found: 

• The Definition panel can display conflict results generated by a selected access 

policy. It sorts by user, listing the paths each has to the access points that the 

policy defines as conflicting. 

• The Conflict Analysis panel presents results for conflicts generated by all 

policies, or a selection of them. Although, like the Definition panel, it displays 

lists of conflict paths, it sorts them differently — first by policy, then subpolicy, 

then role, then user. 

• The Work Queue enables users to assign conflict paths to reviewers, and for the 

reviewers to assign status to those paths. 

• Simulation enables analysts to preview the effects of cleanup in the business-

management application — that is, what would happen if the statuses assigned 

to conflict paths were actually implemented. 

• The Heat Map enables analysts to evaluate trends in the generation of conflicts.  

Finding Conflicts 

To evaluate access policies, run a Find Conflicts program, either from the Definition 

panel or the Conflict Analysis panel. In the Definition panel, you can either run Find 

Conflicts or schedule it to run in the future, and you can evaluate all policies or a se-

lection of them. In the Conflicts panel, you must evaluate all policies, and the sched-

uling option is unavailable. 

Whenever you run the Find Conflicts program, consider whether to synchronize 

data first, so that business-management-system data is current and conflict genera-

tion is up to date (See page 6-2).  

To find conflicts from the Definition panel: 

1. Open the Definition panel: Select Access Policies in the Navigation Panel. Click 

on the plus sign next to the Policy node, which reveals three lower-level nodes. 

Of those three, click on Definition. 
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2. Optionally, in the upper grid of the Definition panel, select one or more policies 

you want to evaluate. To select one policy, click on it. To select a continuous set 

of policies, click on the first, hold down the Shift key, and click on the last. To 

select a discontinuous set, hold down the Ctrl key as you click on policies. If 

you make no selection, all policies will be evaluated. 

3. Click on the Find Conflicts button, located in the tool bar near the top of the 

Definition panel. A two-item list appears; in it, click on Run Now or Schedule. 

• If you select Run Now, the Find Conflicts program runs once, immediately. 

• If you select Schedule, the following dialog opens. Enter values that set a 

name for the schedule, the date and time at which it should start, the regu-

larity with which the Find Conflicts program should run, the date and time 

(if any) on which the schedule should expire, and whether data should be 

synchronized before each running of Find Conflicts. Then click on the 

Schedule button. 

 

To find conflicts from the Conflict Analysis panel: 

1. Open the Conflict Analysis panel: In the Access Policies section of the Naviga-

tion Panel, click on the plus sign next to the Remediation node. Four subsidiary 

nodes appear. Click on the first, Conflict Analysis. 

2. Click on the Find Conflicts button in the tool bar of the Conflict Analysis panel.  

In either case, a progress bar indicates that the Find Conflicts process is running, 

and then announces its completion. When the program has finished running, click 

on the Close link to close the progress bar.  

Reviewing Conflicts in the Definition Panel 

To view conflicts from the Definition panel: 

1. Open the Definition panel (see page 3-1). 

2. Select an access policy whose conflicts you wish to see: click on its row in the 

upper grid of the Definition panel. 

3. Click on Display in the tool bar, and then on Conflicts in the Display list box. 

The lower portion of the Definition panel then displays the most recent set of 

conflicts generated by the access policy you selected in step 2.  
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Here, for example, is the first page of the display of conflict paths for a policy called 

Payables, in which a Payments function (AP_APXPAWKB) conflicts with either an 

Invoice Approvals function (AP_APXSUIAC) or an Invoices function (AP_APXINWKB). 

 

For each user affected by the policy, the Definition panel presents paths to access 

points that violate the policy: 

• Each path begins with an object listed in a Role column; it’s the level of object 

that’s actually assigned to a user, such as an Oracle responsibility.  

• Each path ends with an object listed in a Privilege column. This is an access 

point that’s actually included in an access policy (either directly or because it is 

a member of an entitlement that is included in an access policy). It might, for 

example, be an Oracle function. 

• In between is a Paths column, which identifies the role, privilege, and all the 

objects that lead from one to the other. These intermediate objects might be, for 

example, a series of menus and submenus that lead from a responsibility to a func-

tion. (Each Paths entry also shows the instance in which its access point exists.) 

As you review conflict paths in the Definition panel, be aware of these concepts: 

• Each row is not a conflict in itself, but rather one path (potentially among many) 

to one of the access points involved in a conflict.  

• All the paths for a single user constitute a single conflict. Those paths may ex-

tend over several pages (click on the > or < button to move forward or back one 

page at a time, or the >> or << button to move to the last or first page). On each 

page, the user is identified only once, in the User ID column. Rows with blank 

User ID cells belong to the user identified in a row above them.  

In the illustration, for example, all the rows apply to the user ABOASE, and they 

include paths to all three access points included in the Payables policy, and so 

both subconflicts defined by it. (And, as it happens, the paths for this conflict 

continue on pages 2 and 3 of the display.) 

• Each row displays the ID of the user assigned to review its path (if any), and the 

status of the path. Like other values, however, these are read-only. You can assign 

a reviewer and a status to a path only in the Work Queue, not in this display.  

• You can use any of the column values to filter the display of paths (see “Using 

Views to Filter Data” on page 1-4). If you do, however, you will see only those 

paths that conform to your filter criteria, and so may no longer have a complete 

picture of a conflict. If, for example, you were to filter on the value PAYABLES_ 

PS_UK_HC in the Role column of the illustration above, you would eliminate the 

rows containing other roles (such as GL_PS_UK_HC and CE_PS_UK_HC). 
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• The Conflicts grid displays a list box whose entries identify individual runs of the 

Find Conflicts program. To view results for a run other than the one on display, 

click on the downward-pointing triangle in that list box, and then click on the run 

whose conflicts you want to see. 

Reviewing Conflicts in the Conflicts Analysis Panel 

To view conflicts in the Conflict Analysis panel, simply open that panel. (In the 

Access Policies section of the Navigation Panel, once again, click on the plus sign 

next to the Remediation node. Four subsidiary nodes appear. Click on the first, 

Conflict Analysis.) It displays a “cumulative” view of conflicts generated by all runs 

of the Find Conflicts program.  

Here, for example, are the paths it would display for the Payables policy discussed 

in “Reviewing Conflicts in the Definition Panel” (page 3-2).  

 

As you review conflict paths in the Conflict Analysis panel, be aware of these con-

cepts: 

• While the Definition panel provides a “conflict-level” view, the Conflict Analy-

sis panel provides a “subpolicy-level” view. That is, its default sort order groups 

conflict paths not merely by policy (displayed in the Policy column), but also by 

a specific combination of access points within a policy that produced a conflict 

(displayed in the Sub Policy column). 

For example, the Payables policy defines two potential conflicts — Payments 

versus Invoices and Payments versus Invoice Approvals. However, the Conflict 

Analysis panel first lists the paths that apply to one of those conflicts (Payments 

versus Invoice Approvals, as shown in the illustration above), and on a subsequent 

page the paths that apply to the other. Within each grouping, paths are sorted 

further by role and user.  

• You can use any of the column values to filter the display of paths (see “Using 

Views to Filter Data” on page 1-4). Doing so may alter the perspective of the 

Conflict Analysis panel. For example, if you were to filter on a specific user, the 
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panel would display only the paths for that user, grouped by policy (and subpol-

icy), so that you would in effect have a conflict-level view.  

• Paths that fit within a given grouping may extend over several pages of the Con-

flict Analysis display. Within each column, rows with blank cells belong to the 

entity identified in a row above them.  

• Many of the individual columns in the Conflict Analysis panel contain the same 

values as the corresponding columns in the Definition panel. These include Role, 

User, Paths, Privilege, Assigned To, and Status. Once again, the Assigned To and 

Status columns are read-only; you can assign a reviewer and a status to a path 

only in the Work Queue. (The other columns are read-only as well.)  

• The Conflict Analysis panel contains columns that do not appear in the Defini-

tion panel: One identifies the policy that generated a given conflict, and others show 

dimension values selected for that policy. The Conflicts display on the Definition 

panel omits these columns because, in that panel, you’ve necessarily selected a 

specific policy, and the corresponding values are shown in the upper grid. 

• You can move from the Conflict Analysis panel to the Work Queue, and back. In 

the Display list box at the top of the listing of conflict paths, select Work Queue 

to move there or List to return to the Conflict Analysis panel.  

• As in the conflict-display view in the Definition panel, you can select individual 

runs of the Find Conflicts program whose conflicts you want to see. To do so, 

select a run in the Run History list box at the top of the listing of conflict paths. 

Here, however, you can select a Cumulative value (the default) which presents 

all paths from all conflict runs.  

• From Conflict Analysis, you can view a history of the changes made in the Work 

Queue to each path. Select (click on) a path, and a panel beneath the listing of 

conflict paths presents one row for each version of the path up to (but not includ-

ing) the current version. Each row shows (as appropriate) the reviewer assigned 

to a path, or the status and comment assigned to a path by its reviewer. (If no 

changes have been in the Work Queue, of course, this history panel remains 

blank. You cannot enter or alter data directly in this panel.) 

Simulation 

To aid in cleanup, Application Access Controls Governor enables you to write 

simulation “scenarios.” Each scenario comprises a set of rules that instruct AACG 

to determine how conflict generation would change if configuration of the business-

management application were altered. Each rule names an access point that might 

be excluded from or inserted in another access point — in Oracle EBS, for example, 

a function that might be excluded from a responsibility, or added to a menu. 

Once a scenario is created and run, you can view its results: a display of conflicts 

that would be resolved or added, or a display of users who would be affected, if the 

simulated changes were actually implemented in the business-management applica-

tion. The latter includes users involved in conflicts as well as those with legitimate 

rights to access points involved in conflicts (since they would be affected if exclud-

ing an access point from a responsibility or menu prevented them from accessing it.) 
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If access policies have changed since the last time the Find Conflicts program was 

run, you must run it again as part of the simulation process. If access policies have 

not changed, you can choose whether to run Find Conflicts again, or to use the most 

recent run: 

• Choose to run Find Conflicts if changes have been made in the business-

management application to components that might be involved in conflicts or in 

simulation runs — for example, if users have been created or deleted, if respon-

sibility assignments for existing Oracle users or page-definition assignments for 

existing PeopleSoft users have changed, or the like. Such changes have the 

potential to resolve existing conflicts in your system or create new conflicts, 

thus rendering the most recent run of the Find Conflicts program obsolete.  

• Choose not to run the Find Conflicts program if such changes have not been 

made since Find Conflicts was last run in AACG. In that case there is no dis-

parity between the conflicts recognized by AACG and the actual state of your 

user conflicts, and the simulation process runs more rapidly because a new set 

of actual conflicts need not be generated.  

Creating or Editing a Scenario 

To create a simulation scenario: 

1. Open the Simulation panel: In the Navigation Panel, click on the Simulation 

entry — the second entry under Remediation in the Access Policies section.  

 

2. Ensure that the Details option is selected in the Display list box in the tool bar at 

the top of this panel. This is the default.  

3. Click on the Actions button in the tool bar near the top of this panel. This acti-

vates an Actions menu; in it select Add. A new row appears in the top half of 

the panel.  
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4. In this row, double-click on the Scenario field, and enter a name for the sce-

nario. Double-click on the Description field and enter a brief explanation of the 

objective for this scenario. 

The remaining fields in this row are completed by AACG. The Last Simulation 

field provides the date on which this scenario was most recently run, the Con-

flict Analysis and Access Model Sync fields are reserved for future use, and the 

Policies Modified field toggles between Yes and No to let you know whether 

access policies have been modified since the last time the simulation was run. 

5. Begin to create simulation rules within the scenario. In the lower portion of the 

panel, click on the Add button. A new row appears.  

6. In that row, enter values for the simulation rule. When you click in each field, a 

data-selection window opens. Select the value you want, and then click on the 

Done button in the window. 

• In the Instance field, select the datasource name configured (see page 6-1) for 

an instance of a business-management application. The simulation rule will re-

turn results that apply to conflicts existing on the instance you select.  

• In the Action field, select either Exclude or Add, depending on whether you 

want to simulate excluding one access point from another, or adding one. 

• In the Access Point Type field, select the type of access point that you want 

to exclude or add. 

• In the Access Point field, pick the specific access point to be acted upon. 

• In the From/To Access Point Type field, select the type of access point from 

which you want to exclude, or to which you want to add, the one you’ve 

already selected. 

• In the From/To Access Point field, select the specific access point from 

which the first is to be excluded, or to which it is to be added.  

• In the Status field, select Active to use this rule or Inactive to hold it in 

reserve. 

7. Repeat this process to create as many simulation rules as you want to include in 

the scenario. 

8. When you have created as many rules as you want, click on the Save button.  

To edit a scenario: 

1. Select its row in the top part of the Simulation panel. Then click on the Actions 

button in the tool bar at the top of the panel, and on Edit in the Actions menu. 

Or, to delete a scenario, select Delete in the Actions menu. 

2. If you selected Edit, add rules (using the procedure just described), change 

values in existing rules, or delete rules — select a rule in the lower portion of 

the Simulation panel and then click on the Delete button.  

3. When you have finished editing, click on the Save button. 
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Viewing Scenario History 

If you edit a simulation scenario, you can view records of past versions to track 

change history: 

1. In the upper portion of the Simulation panel, click on the row for the scenario 

whose history you want to view. 

2. In the tool bar at the top of the panel, click on Display, and then History. The 

lower portion of the Simulation panel then displays one row for each past ver-

sion, which includes a version number, the date on which it was changed (that 

is, a new version was created), and the username of the user who changed it.  

3. In the row for a version, click on the plus sign to expand it. This presents records 

of the simulation rules configured for that version of the scenario.  

4. To return to the current scenario, click once again on Display in the tool bar at 

the top of the panel, and then on Details in its drop-down list. 

Running a Simulation Scenario 

To run a simulation scenario: 

1. In the upper portion of the Simulation panel, click on the row for the scenario 

you want to run. 

2. Click on the Simulate button, located in the tool bar at the top of the Simulation 

panel. (Note that the button is inactive if the scenario has already been run and 

there has subsequently been no change to its rules.) 

3. A Simulate dialog appears: 

 

• Select the Perform Conflict Analysis before Simulation radio button if 

access policies have changed since the last time the Find Conflicts program 

was run. Even if not, select this radio button if the configuration of your 

business-management application has changed (as discussed on page 3-6). 

• Select the Simulate with Last Conflict Analysis Result radio button if such 

changes have not been made. (This option provides the name of the most 

recent conflict analysis.) 

• Enter a name for the simulation “snapshot” you are creating, Typically, you 

would accept the default — the current date and time.  

Click on the OK button. 

4. A progress bar indicates that the Simulation process is running, and then an-

nounces its completion. When Simulation has finished running, click on the 

Close link to close the progress bar. 
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Reviewing Simulation Results 

To review the effects that simulation rules would have on conflict generation: 

1. In the upper portion of the Simulation panel, click on the row for the scenario 

whose results you want to see. 

2. In the tool bar at the top of the panel, click on Display, and then Conflict Im-

pact. Results appear in the lower portion of the Simulation panel (as illustrated 

at the top of the next page). 

 

3. In a Statistics Grouping list box, select how you want results to be organized. 

Options include Role>Policy>User, Policy>Role>User, and User>Role>Policy 

(with a “role” being the level of object that’s actually assigned to a user, such as 

an Oracle responsibility).  

You would then see a list of the highest-level objects in your selection (for ex-

ample roles, if you selected Role>Policy>User) for which the simulation has 

determined that conflicts would change. If you expand one of them, you see a 

subordinate list of second-level objects for which conflicts would change (for 

example, access policies that affect a role you’ve expanded). If you then expand 

a second-level object, you would see a subordinate list of third-level objects for 

which conflicts would change (for example, users affected by an access policy 

you’ve expanded). 

To expand an object, click on its plus sign (or to contract it, click on its minus 

sign).  

For each object, you would also see quantities of changes: In an Old column, 

the number of paths that would be eliminated from existing conflicts; in a New 

column, the number of paths that would be added to existing conflicts; and in a 

Change column, the net change in conflict paths (the difference between  New 

and Old).  
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If you select (click on) a row that displays a third-level object, the right side of 

the panel displays the conflict paths that would be either eliminated or added for 

that object.  

You can also review the effects that simulation rules would have on users. (As men-

tioned earlier, the display includes not only users involved in conflicts, but also those 

with legitimate access to the access points involved in conflicts, if simulation rules  

would act upon those access points. Both types of user might be affected if the 

simulated changes were put into actual effect.) To do so: 

1. In the upper portion of the Simulation panel, click on the row for the scenario 

whose results you want to see. 

2. In the tool bar at the top of the panel, click on Display, and then User Impact.  

 

3. Results appear in the lower portion of the Simulation panel: A list of users whose 

access to the business-management application would change, the criteria defined 

by a simulation rule that would cause the change, and the actual access path that 

would change. 

In this list of results, you can create a view that filters either by user name or sce-

nario criteria. (See “Filtering Data” on page 1-5 for instructions on creating views.) 

Assigning Status in the Work Queue 

From the Work Queue, you can select a “View” panel, which lists all conflict paths 

that have not been assigned to reviewers, and either assign them to others or claim 

them for yourself. You can then open a “My Queue” panel, which lists the conflict 

paths that you have claimed or that have been assigned to you by others, and select 

statuses for them.  
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Typically, a single user would be assigned (or would claim) all the paths to a given 

conflict, so that the entire conflict can be addressed in a coherent way. However, for 

enhanced flexibility, reviewers are assigned to individual conflict paths, so multiple 

reviewers can address facets of an individual conflict.  

To open the Work Queue, click on its link in the Navigation panel — the third entry 

under Remediation in the Access Policies section: 

 

First, determine what conflict data you wish to view: 

• Click on the downward-pointing triangle next to the View button. A two-item 

list appears. In it, select View to see the panel in which you can assign paths to 

reviewers or claim them for yourself. Or, click on My Queue to see the panel in 

which you can approve or reject paths assigned to you. 

• In the Display list box, select a hierarchy for the display of information: Role–

Policy–User, Policy–Role–User, or User–Role–Policy. (See below for more on 

this.) Or select the value List to produce a display like that in the Conflict Analy-

sis panel. 

• In the History list box, choose a run of the Find Conflict program to display 

conflicts generated in that run, or select the value Cumulative to display conflicts 

generated in all runs.  

In both the View and the My Queue panels, objects in the left column form a list 

that reflects the hierarchy you select in the Display list box: 

• An initial list displays the highest-level objects in your hierarchy (for example 

roles, if you chose Role–Policy–User) for which conflicts exist. Here, once 

again, “role” means an object that is directly assigned to a user, such as a respon-

sibility in Oracle EBS.  
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• If you expand one of these objects, you see a subordinate list of second-level 

objects for which conflicts exist (for example access policies that affect the role 

you’ve expanded). 

• If you expand one of these second-tier objects, you see a subordinate list of 

third-level objects for which conflicts exist (for example, users affected by an 

access policy you’ve expanded).  

• Finally, if you select a third-tier object, the right side of the panel displays paths 

to conflicts for the specific instance of the object to which you have “drilled down.”  

To expand one of these objects, click on its plus-sign icon (or, to contract it, click on 

its minus sign). To select the object, click on it.  

The left portion of each of the View and My Queue panels also has columns display-

ing the number of conflict paths generated for each object, as well as its dimension 

values (if any).  

The right portion of each panel includes the following columns. Except as noted, all 

are read-only: 

• Privilege displays an access point that’s actually included in an access policy 

(either directly or because it is a member of an entitlement that is included in an 

access policy). 

• Path presents all the objects that lead from a “role” to the “privilege.” These 

might be, for example, a series of menus and submenus that lead from a respon-

sibility to a function. 

• The Business Attributes column displays parameters configured within the busi-

ness-management application for the objects in a path — for example, the Oracle 

EBS set of books to which a responsibility, menus, and a function belong. Each 

entry in this column reads, “Click to view”; click on one of these entries to open 

a pop-up window that displays its values. 

• Status displays the current status of the path: 

– Prevent indicates that a user must not have the access afforded by a path. It 

is assigned by default to paths generated by policies of the Prevent type. 

– Monitor indicates that a user is permitted the access afforded by a path, but 

that access should be re-examined periodically. It is assigned by default to 

conflict paths generated by policies of the Monitor type. 

– Pending indicates that no decision has yet been made, and is assigned by 

default to conflict paths generated by policies of the Approval Required type. 

– Approved indicates that a user may have free access to a path. 

– Rejected indicates that a user must not be allowed access to a path. 

You can use this field to reset the default status of any path at the Monitoring, 

Pending, Approved, or Rejected status, and each can be changed to any of the 

other three. (However, you can do so only from the My Queue panel.) The 

Prevent status can be assigned only by AACG, and only to conflict paths 

generated by a Prevent policy; this status cannot be changed. 

• Assigned To identifies the user who is expected to select a status for the path. 

You can set this field (either assigning the path to another user or claiming it for 

yourself), but only from the View panel.  
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• The Comments column displays an explanation for an assignment of a path to a 

reviewer or a reviewer’s status decision. You can set this field from the View or 

My Queue panel. 

You can double-click on the row for a path to display a history of changes made to 

reviewer assignment of stats of that path. 

To assign a path to another user or claim it for yourself: 

1. Select the View panel (see page 3-11).  

2. Use the Display list box to select the hierarchy with which you want to work. 

For example, if you know that you want to assign someone to review conflicts 

generated for a particular user, you might select User-Role-Policy. 

3. In the left portion of the panel, drill down to a particular set of conflict paths, 

which appears in the right panel. Select (click on) one of the paths. 

4. Click on the Action button in the tool bar at the top of the panel.  

5. A list appears. In it select Claim to assign the path to yourself. Or, select Assign 

to assign it to someone else. In the latter case, an Assign to User pop-up window 

appears. Select a user in its list box, optionally add a comment, and click on its 

OK button. In either case, the username of the user assigned to review the path 

appears in the appropriate cell of the Assigned To column. The assignment is 

saved automatically. 

To set the status for a path you have been assigned. 

1. Select the My Queue panel (see page 3-11). 

2. Use the Display list box to select the hierarchy with which you want to work. 

For example, if you know that you want to set status for conflicts generated by a 

particular policy, you might select Policy-Role-User. 

3. In the left portion of the panel, drill down to a particular set of conflict paths, 

which appears in the right panel.  

4. In one of the paths that appear in the right portion of the panel, click on the 

Status column. A list box appears; in it, select one of four statuses — Monitor, 

Approved, Rejected, or Pending. 

5. In that same path, single-click in the Comments field and type a brief explana-

tion of your approval decision.  

6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 for other paths on display. 

7. When you have finished assigning statuses to paths, click on Action in the tool 

bar, and then Save in the Action list. (Alternatively, you can click on Cancel in 

the Action list to void your status decisions and start over again.) 

Using the Heat Map 

A Heat Map enables analysts to prioritize the resolution of conflicts by determining 

where the greatest numbers are being generated. To do so, it sorts conflicts accord-

ing to user-selected parameters, and displays the results graphically. The analyst 

selects two parameters and produces an initial sort. She then chooses one set of the 

conflicts returned by that sorting and applies an additional parameter to it, to focus 
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results more narrowly. She may repeat this process, producing still more finely fo-

cused results. 

For example, the initial parameters may be priority and conflict status, and these 

would produce a grid in which cells display the number of conflicts existing at each 

status and priority. An analyst may then select one cell in that grid — in this exam-

ple, the conflicts existing a particular status (say, Pending) and a particular priority 

(say, 2). She would then apply another parameter to that set of conflicts. If that 

parameter were, for example, policy, the result might be a bar graph showing the 

number of second-priority, pending conflicts generated by each access policy. She 

might then apply another parameter — say, user — to the conflicts generated by one 

of those policies, but at this final sort have the Heat Map open the Work Queue, 

which would display only the second-priority, pending conflicts at the selected pol-

icy, sorted by user. The ultimate purpose of the Heat Map is to produce an instance 

of the Work Queue that displays only the conflicts to which the analyst has “drilled 

down,” so that they may be assigned or reviewed. 

As you use the Heat Map, you may sort conflicts according to the following 

parameters: 

• Policy. Each set of to conflicts returned in response to this parameter is gener-

ated by a particular access policy. 

• User. Each set of to conflicts returned in response to this parameter applies to a 

particular user’s work assignments. Note that Policy and User are not a good pa-

rameter pair to select. Because a conflict is defined as a user violating a policy 

(no matter how many subpolicies or conflict paths are involved), this would al-

ways produce a display in which every cell or bar is set to the value 1, and so 

there would be no distinction among sets of conflicts. 

• Entitlement. Each set of conflicts returned in response to this parameter is gen-

erated by an access policy that uses a particular entitlement. 

• Priority. Each set of conflicts returned in response to this parameter is generated 

by an access policy assigned a particular priority (see step 5 in “Adding an Access 

Policy on page 2-4.) 

• Conflict Status. Each set of conflicts returned in response to this parameter 

exists at a particular status. 

Because status is assigned at the conflict-path level, AACG uses the following 

logic to determine the status of an entire conflict: All paths to a conflict gener-

ated by an access policy of the Prevent policy type exist at the Prevent status, 

and cannot be changed, so the conflict itself is also at the Prevent status. For 

conflicts generated by policies of the Monitor or Approval Required policy 

types, there is a “pecking order” among statuses: Approved, then Monitor, then 

Pending, then Rejected. The conflict as a whole takes the highest-level status 

assigned to any of its paths. 

Thus, for example, if an Approval Required conflict had three paths, all would 

initially be set to Pending, and so the conflict as a whole would be Pending. If 

an analyst assigned one of those paths the Rejected status and left the other two 

at Pending, the conflict status would still be Pending. If he assigned a second 

path the Approved status, the conflict status would become Approved (even 
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though the first path was rejected and the second is still pending). The conflict 

would be Rejected only if all three paths were rejected. 

• Dimension. The Heat Map creates a parameter for each dimension configured 

for your instance of AACG. Each set of conflicts returned in response to one of 

these parameters would correspond to one of the values configured for the 

dimension. 

To use the Heat Map: 

1. Open the Heat Map. Click on its link in the Navigation panel — the fourth entry 

under Remediation in the Access Policies section. 

2. Accept default values for the initial sort, or select new values. By default, the 

Heat Map returns results for the most recent running of the Find Conflicts 

program, sorted by Policy versus Priority, displayed in a grid with a maximum 

of 50 rows and 50 columns. To select new values, do any of the following: 

• Select an earlier Find Conflicts run from the list box at the top of the Heat 

Map. 

• Select new sort parameters in the X-Axis and Y-Axis list boxes. 

• Select new maximum numbers of entries along the X axis and Y axis in the 

list boxes next to the parameter-selection list boxes. 

When you have finished making selections, click on the Go button. No matter 

whether you accept defaults or select new values, the Heat Map displays a grid 

like this one. Note that each cell corresponds to one pair of values for the 

parameters you’ve selected and displays the number of conflicts that satisfy 

those values (for example, 548 conflicts at the Pending status with a Priority of 

1). The greater the number of conflicts, the more brightly red the cell is colored. 

 

3. In the Drill Down Menu box, select another parameter. (Note that you can select 

only parameters you have not already selected in an earlier sort.) Also select the 
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maximum number of sets of conflicts you want to see for that parameter. 

Finally, select either the Bar Graph or Work Queue radio button. Typically, you 

would select Work Queue only if you are making your final parameter 

selection. 

4. After making selections in the Drill Down Menu box, select (click on) a cell in 

the grid that corresponds to a set of conflicts you want to examine more closely. 

Assuming you have selected Bar Graph in the Drill Down Menu box, the result 

would be a display like the one below. Note that each bar in the graph 

represents one of the values for the parameter you selected in step 3, and 

displays the number of conflicts that satisfy that value (for example, 344 

conflicts generated by a policy called Payables, all, of course, at the priority and 

status defined by the cell on which you clicked). Once again, the greater the 

number of conflicts, the more brightly the bar is colored. 

 

5. To refine your results, repeat steps 3 and 4 as often as you wish until you ex-

haust all the available parameters. As you make your final parameter selection, 

choose Work Queue rather than Bar Graph in the Drill Down Menu box. This 

opens an instance of the Work Queue that displays only the conflicts to which 

you have drilled down. You can use this instance of the Work Queue exactly as 

described in “Assigning Status in the Work Queue” (page 3-10). 
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Reporting 

From each of several panels, or from a Report Center, you can run reports that 

document your use of Application Access Controls Governor.  

From the Definition panel, you can run reports that provide information about the 

configuration of access policies and global conditions. 

• An Access Policy Listing Report provides summary information about a selec-

tion of policies — in effect, the information that would be displayed about each 

policy in its row in the upper grid of the Definition panel. This includes its 

name, description, policy type, priority, effective date, and status. 

• An Access Policy Detail Report provides complete information about a selection 

of policies. For each, the report displays the same information as the Access Pol-

icy Listing Report, but also lists the access points or entitlements that belong to 

the policy and their AND/OR relationships to one another, as well as any condi-

tions defined for the policy. 

• An Access Global Conditions report lists the global conditions configured for 

each of the data sources to which your instance of Application Access Controls 

Governor can connect. For each data source, it displays the data source name 

and the number of conditions defined for it. Then it lists all possible conditions 

and, for those for which values have been configured, the values. 

From the Conflict Analysis panel, you can run reports that provide information 

about the generation of conflicts: 

• An Access Conflict Summary Report lists access points involved in conflicts. 

For each access point, it also shows the total number of conflicts and the num-

ber at each status. The statuses include Prevent (which is automatically assigned 

to conflicts generated by policies of the Prevent type), as well as Monitor, Approve, 

Reject, or Pending (which can be assigned by reviewers to conflicts generated 

by the policies of the Monitor and Approval Required policy type). 

• An Access Conflicts Grouped by Policy Report displays both the number of con-

flicts generated by each policy in a selection of access policies, and the details 

of each conflict. Details include not only the paths to access points involved in 

each conflict, but also the instance in which it occurred, when it was identified, 

its status, and the user (if any) who is assigned to review it. 
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The detail section of the report organizes the conflicts first by the access poli-

cies that generated them; next, within each policy, by the roles assigned to users 

whose access points have violated the policy (an Oracle role or responsibility, or a 

PeopleSoft role); and finally, within each role, by the users assigned the role. 

• An Access Conflicts Grouped by Role Report displays both the number of con-

flicts generated at each role and the details of each conflict. Details include not 

only the paths to access points involved in each conflict, but also the instance in 

which it occurred, when it was identified, its status, and the user (if any) who is 

assigned to review it. 

The detail section of the report organizes the conflicts first by roles assigned to 

users whose access points have violated the access policies (an Oracle role or 

responsibility, or a PeopleSoft role); next, within each role, by access policies 

that have been violated; and finally, within each policy, by user. 

• An Access Conflicts Grouped by Subpolicy Report lists details of conflicts gener-

ated by a selection of access policies. For each policy, it identifies “conflict subpoli-

cies,” each of which is one pair of access points the policy defines as conflict-

ing. For each subpolicy, it lists users who have been assigned access points that 

violate the subpolicy. For each user, it then identifies all paths to the pair of 

conflicting access points, and provides status information. 

• An Access Where Used Report lists paths to access points involved in conflicts. 

Each path expresses the hierarchical relationship between a “parent” object that 

can be assigned to a user (such as an Oracle responsibility), a “child” access 

point that is included in an access policy and involved in a conflict (such as an 

Oracle function), and the objects that lead from one to the other (for example, 

menus and submenus that lead from a responsibility to a function). For a given 

access policy, each record in the report is not a conflict in itself, but rather one 

path (potentially among many) to one of the access points involved in a conflict. 

From the Simulation panel, you can run reports that show information about the 

configuration of simulation scenarios and the results of their runs:  

• An Access Simulation Scenario Detail Report displays information about the 

configuration of simulation scenarios. The report shows the name, version, and 

creation date of each scenario, and lists the simulation rules it contains. For each 

rule, the report documents the action being simulated (exclusion or addition); 

the type and name of the access point that is to be excluded from, or added to, 

another; the type and name of the access point from which the first is to be 

excluded, or to which it is to be added; and whether the rule is active.  

• An Access Simulation User Impact Report lists user who would be affected if a 

the exclusions or insertions defined by a simulation scenario were actually imple-

mented in a business-management application. It shows the paths each user has 

to access points included in the simulation scenario; however, each may be a 

path through which a user is involved in a conflict, or a path through which a 

user has legitimate access to an access point.  

From the User Admin panel, you can run a report called Access Controls Governor 

User Summary. It shows the ID, user name, given name and surname, and status for 

each AACG user, as well as the roles each user has been assigned. 
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To run reports from a panel: 

1. Open the panel — Definition, Conflict Analysis, Simulation, or User Admin — 

that provides access to the report you want to run. 

2. Optionally, create a view (see page 1-5) to generate a report that displays infor-

mation only about items included in the view. (If you do not create a view, the 

report displays information about all possible items).  

• In the Definition panel, you can create views to select policies included in 

the Access Policy Listing Report or Access Policy Detail Report. (The Global 

Conditions Report always presents information about all global conditions.) 

• In the Conflict Analysis panel, you can create views to select conflict paths 

included in reports (for example, those involving particular users, or speci-

fied roles or privileges). 

• In the Simulation panel, the creation of view has no bearing; reports always 

display all possible results. 

3. In the tool bar at the top of a panel, click on the Reports button. This opens a 

Report Options pop-up window: 

 

4. In the Report Name field, click on the report you want to run. In the Output As 

field, click on the format in which you would like to generate the report. You 

can make only one selection at a time in each field. In the Output As field: 

• CSV generates a text file that you can use to import report data to another 

application, such as a spreadsheet program. 

• PDF generates the report as an Adobe Acrobat file. 

5. Click on the OK button. A File Download window prompts you to open or to 

save the report. If you select Open, the report opens directly; if you select Save, 

a Save As dialog enables you to use standard Windows techniques to navigate 

to a folder in which you want to save the report and give it a meaningful name. 

The Report Center to run ad hoc reports or to schedule them to be run at intervals 

and over a period that you define. The Report Center saves the scheduled reports it 

generates, enabling you to view them at any time. Moreover, as you run reports from 

the Report Center you can select parameter values, thus focusing the results on 

records that match those values.  

To run reports from the Report Center: 

1. Open the Report Center. In the Navigation panel, click on the Report Center 

link and then one of the following: 

• Conflict Reports to run the reports otherwise available from the Conflict 

Analysis and Simulation Scenario panels. 

• Policy Reports to run the reports otherwise available from the Definition panel. 
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• Administrative Reports to run Access Controls Governor User Summary as 

well as a second report, Access Global User, which correlates users listed in 

the Work Queue and Heat Map to users in the target business-management 

applications. 

2. A panel like the following one opens. In it, click on the row for the report you 

want to run (or to schedule). 

 

3. With the report selected, click on Actions in the tool bar. In the two-item list 

that appears, click on either Run Now or Schedule. 

4. A pop-up window appears; in it, select parameter values. There are actually three 

windows, each specific to the class of report you selected in step 1. Here, for ex-

ample, is the windows that appears for Policy reports: 

 

In general, parameters correspond to the selections you make as you create or 

otherwise work with the object on which you are reporting. As you set parame-

ters, you would select among the same values. For example, if you configured a 

view in the Definition window, you can select that view to have a Policy report 

display information about policies that belong to the view. Or you can select a 

policy name to have the report apply only to that policy. Each of the Policy and 
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Conflict parameter windows also list dimensions you have created; you can 

select one or more values for each dimension to report on only the policies or 

conflicts assigned those values. Each of the three windows also permits you to 

select the format in which the report should be generated — once again, PDF or 

CSV. 

5. If you selected Run Now in step 3, the parameter window displays a Generate 

Report button; click on it to generate the report. If you selected Schedule in step 

3, this button is replaced by a Schedule Information button. Click on this button 

to produce the following Schedule Parameter pop-up window, and to schedule 

the report to run: 

 

Enter values that set a name for the schedule, the date and time at which it 

should start, the regularity with which the report should run, and the date and 

time (if any) on which the schedule should expire. Then click on the Schedule 

button. 

If you have scheduled a report to run, the bottom portion of the Report Center 

displays a row for each generation of the report. (Note, by the way, that the Last 

Run Date and Last Run By columns in the top portion of the screen are populated 

by AACG, but only for scheduled runs of reports, not for ad hoc runs.) 
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To view a report generated on a schedule: 

1. In the top portion of the Report Center, click on the title of the report you want 

to see.  

2. Click on Display in the tool bar in the top portion of the Report Center, and then 

on Report History in the list that appears. 

3. In the bottom portion of the Report Center, double-click on the instance of the 

report you want to see. 

To view the schedule on which the report was generated: 

1. In the top portion of the Report Center, click on the title of the report you want 

to see. 

2. Click on Display in the tool bar in the top portion of the Report Center, and then 

on Scheduled Reports in the list that appears. 

3. In the bottom portion of the Report Center, a row displays summary information 

about the schedule, including its most recent and next scheduled run times. 

4. Double-click on the row to reopen the Schedule Parameter pop-up window. 

Here, you can re-enter schedule values and select a ReSchedule button, or turn 

off the scheduling by selecting an UnSchedule button.  
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5 

User and Role Administration 

Using tools available in the Administration area, you can create roles, each of which 

grants access to a set of features in Application Access Controls Governor. You can 

then create users and assign roles to them. Each user can have any number of roles. 

Creating Roles 

AACG comes with two roles already defined — Admin, which provides access to 

all features, and Basic, which provides access only to the Home panel. 

To create a role, you essentially give it a name and then select a set of properties for 

it. The properties grant update or view rights to the nodes you can select in the Navi-

gation Panel, generally following its hierarchy, and so assign privileges to work in the 

screens that can be opened from the Navigation Panel. 

As a result, you must assign properties to a role in correct combinations to enable 

users assigned the role to do work. For example, a Definition property provides 

access to the Definition panel (in which access policies are defined), but only if it is 

assigned to a role in conjunction with two other properties, Access Policies and 

Policy. These are the two nodes in the Navigation panel that lead to the Definition 

node, which in turn opens the Definition panel. 

To create a new role: 

1. In the Navigation panel, select Administration and, beneath it, Role Administra-

tion. The Roles panel opens: 
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2. Click on the Add button. A new row appears in the upper portion of the panel.  

3. In the new row, double-click on the Role Name field. As you do, the field be-

comes active, and a property-selection grid becomes active in the bottom por-

tion of the panel. 

4. In the Role field, enter a name for the role.  

5. Double-click in (or tab to) the Description field, and enter a brief explanation of 

the purpose of the role.  

6. Double-click in (or tab to) the Status field. This activates a list box; in it, select 

a status. “Active” permits the role to be used, (providing that its effective date, 

set in the next field, has arrived), and “Inactive” holds it in reserve (regardless 

of its effective date). 

7. Double-click in (or tab) to Effective Date column, and select a date on which 

AACG can begin to use the role. Either accept the default value — the current 

date — or double-click in the Effective Date column, and then click on the grid-

like icon it presents. A calendar appears. In it, click on the left- or right-pointing 

symbol surrounding the month and year to display an earlier or later month. Or, 

click on the downward-pointing symbol to produce a list of months in the current 

year, and click on the one you want. Then, in the calendar, click on the date you 

want. Alternatively, click on the Today button to select the current date. 

Note that the Users Assigned field displays the number of users who have been 

granted the role, and is updated by AACG. 

8. In the property-selection grid (shown below), expand any nodes that contain 

properties you want to assign by clicking on their plus-sign icons. (The illustra-

tion, for example, shows the Definition portion of Access Policies expanded.) 

 

9. Always select the Update check box for the Home panel. Apart from that, select 

a View or Update check box for each property you want to assign. Note the fol-

lowing: 

• The properties are arranged hierarchically to mimic the hierarchy of the 

Navigation panel. To assign any one property, you must also assign the 

properties hierarchically above it. 

• To grant Update rights to any one property, you must also grant Update 

rights to the properties above it. For example, to create a role whose users 

can update the Definition panel, you must grant Update rights not only to it, 

but also to Policy and Access Policies (even though those correspond purely 

to nodes in the Navigation panel, and nothing can be updated in them). 

10. When you have finished select properties, click on the Save button in the tool 

bar in the upper portion of the Roles panel.  
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Creating Users 

To create users, ensure first that you have created roles that you want to assign to 

them. Then do the following: 

1. In the Navigation panel, select Administration and, beneath it, User Administra-

tion. The following panel opens: 

 

Note that, apart from five standard columns — User Name, Password, First 

Name, Last Name, and Email Address — this panel includes one column for 

each of the roles created on your system. 

2. To create a new user, click on the Add button. A new row appears in the grid. 

3. In the appropriate fields in the new row, enter unique values for User Name and 

Password, enter the user’s given name and surname, and enter her email address. 

4. You can assign any number of roles to the user. Double-click on the field for 

each of the roles you want to assign. The field displays a check box; click on it.   

5. When you’ve selected all the roles you want to assign, click on the Save button. 

When the user is saved, not only do all the roles you selected display the value 

true, but all those you did not select display the value false. 

To edit an existing user, double-click on fields in his row. Edit the values in the five 

standard fields as desired, select or clear check boxes in the role-assignment fields 

as desired, and save the user. 
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6 

Data Administration 

Application Access Controls Governor works with snapshots of data gathered from 

business-management systems. First, you must configure connections to data 

sources for instances of the business-management applications (such as Oracle or 

PeopleSoft) that are to be subject to control by AACG. Subsequently, you would 

periodically “synchronize” AACG data with that in the data sources.  

Configuring a Data Source Connection 
To configure a data source: 

1. Locate and click on the Data Administration entry in the Navigation Panel. It’s 

the third entry in the Administration section. The following panel opens: 

 

2. Click on the Add button. A new row appears. 

3. In this row, double-click on the Data Source Name field and enter a name for 

the data source. (This is the name that will appear in the Datasource column of 

the Access Point List window as you select access points or entitlements for use 

in an access policy, or select access points for inclusion in an entitlement.) 

4. Optionally, double-click on the Description field and enter a brief description of 

the data source. 

5. Double-click on each of the remaining fields and enter the following values: 

• Host Name: The URL for the machine that hosts the database used by the 

business-management application. 

• Port: The port number that database uses to communicate with other 

applications. 
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• Connect String: If your instance uses an Oracle database, use the following 

value, in which Hostname is the value you entered in the Host Name field, 

Port is the value you entered in the Port field, and SID is the service identi-

fier for the database used by the business-management application. 

jdbc:oracle:thin@Hostname:Port:SID 

If your instance uses a database other than Oracle, supply the correct 

connect string for it. 

• User Name: The user name for the database used by the business-manage-

ment application. For an Oracle database, this is the same as Schema Name 

(below); for an Oracle EBS instance, this is typically APPS. 

• Password: The password for the database. 

Driver: If your instance uses an Oracle database, the following value. 

Otherwise, the appropriate driver for your database. 

oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver 

• Schema Name: The name for the database schema used by your instance. In 

an Oracle database, this is the same as the User Name. 

• Type: From a list box, select the type of business-management application 

to which you are connecting — Oracle, PeopleSoft or some other. (This is the 

value that appears in the Platform column of the Access Point List window 

as you select access points or entitlements for use in an access policy, or 

select access points for inclusion in an entitlement.) 

• Version: From a list box, select the version number of the business-manage-

ment application to which you are connecting. 

6. When you finish entering values, click on the Save button in the tool bar. 

7. After saving the data source, click on the Refresh button in the tool bar. (This 

enables you to create global conditions for the data source.) 

You can edit an existing data source by clicking on fields in its row and entering 

new values, or you can delete a data source by clicking on its row and then clicking 

on the Delete button in the tool bar. 

Synchronizing Data 

To captures changes made in business-management applications over time, synchro-

nize their data with the data used by AACG: 

1. Continue working in the Data Administration panel (or reopen it if you have 

closed it). 

2. Select the row for the data source with which  you want to synchronize data. 

You may select more than one row (holding down the Shift or Ctrl key to select 

rows either in or out of sequence). 

3. Click on the Synchronize button in the tool bar. A two-item list appears; in it, 

click on Run Now or Schedule. 

• If you select Run Now, a pop-up dialog asks you to confirm that you want 

to run the synchronization process. Click its OK button to do so. 
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• If you select Schedule, the following dialog opens. Enter values that set the 

name of the schedule, its start date, the regularity with which the synchroni-

zation should occur, and an end date (if any). Then click on the Schedule 

button. 
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